recreation payment terminal
Quick and easy payment for port fees or camping fees

Collecting port fees in a marina is a time consuming task.

This same problem occurs at small campsite where a camp-

Operators spend much time collecting the money, causing

ing fee must be paid. Managers aren’t available 24 hours

their other work to suffer under the time pressure, and they

a day, 7 days a week to collect the fees, with the possibility

can focus less on the boaters visiting the marina.

that they miss revenue.

Easy to pay
TMC, the largest supplier of parking terminals in the Netherlands, brings years of experience with the Strada parking
meter to the marina and campsites. It offers the best solution to relieve the operators or managers.
Equipped with debit card, credit card and / or coin payment
options, the recreation payment terminal offers unprece-

•

Relieve the marina manager and / or operator

•

No cash in circulation at the operators

•

Available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

•

No impact on existing (paid) facilities

•

Technology proven reliable as Strada parking
meter

dented ease of use. The machine is available 24/7, so visitors
upon can pay their port or camping fees upon arrival. This
gives the marina manager or operator more time for welco-

•

Low investment costs

ming guests or managing the facilities.

Pay per actual boat length
As many marina managers may know, boat owners are
always in doubt when asked for their boat length; on average
between 8 and 15% of the boat length is lied. Often not even
on purpose, they just don’t know the actual length.
By smart software connections of the payment terminal, the
boat owner can select his boat details on the terminal, based
on the brand and type of his boat. Lying about the boat
length is a thing of the past, and it’s more easy to use for de
boat owners as well.

A true eye-catcher
The payment terminal can simply be placed in the best
accessible location, even on the boat jetty for example. The
modern techniques go beyond the bright and crisp color
display. The payment terminal offers much more possibilities. It can also serve as an information or advertising point,
for example for couponing.
The recreation payment terminal is much cheaper than
comparable, competitive systems, and when fully wrapped
in full-color print it will be a true eye-catcher at every marina or campsite.

Color options Strada payment terminal
Sterling Grey

Magic Blue

Titanium Grey

Moss Green

Jet Black
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Color options zone-indicator
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Taxameter Centrale B.V. (or TMC for short) started in
1927 importing instruments for automobiles. In the seventies the foundation was laid for the current product
portfolio. Since then TMC is constantly looking for new
solutions that help clients achieve their mobility goals
more effectively and more efficiently.
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